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NUCLEAR WASTE STORAGE (PROHIBITION) AMENDMENT BILL 2003 
Council’s Amendment 

Amendment made by the Council now considered. 

Consideration in Detail 
The amendment made by the Council was as follows - 

Clause 12, page 6, lines 5 and 6 - To delete “(including the Supreme Court)”. 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  I move -  

That the amendment made by the Council be agreed to. 

On behalf of the Government, I accept the amendment that was made in the Legislative Council to this important 
legislation.  At the time of debate in the Council, the minister representing the Government said that we would 
consult with parliamentary counsel before the amendment was considered in the Assembly.  We have done that 
and we have no objection to the change that has been put forward.  In an earlier draft of the Bill, proposed 
section 8A simply stated that the minister may apply to the Supreme Court for an injunction.  However, the State 
Solicitor’s Office pointed out that an injunction sought against the Commonwealth could not be heard in the 
Supreme Court because commonwealth-state matters are exempt from the Supreme Court’s jurisdiction.  It was 
therefore recommended that the wording be changed to make it clear that injunctions could be sought in courts 
other than the Supreme Court.  Parliamentary counsel settled on the current wording to achieve that objective; 
however, it has been achieved just as well by the new, simple wording suggested by the Legislative Council.  We 
therefore accept the amendment that has been put forward.  That is a good thing, because we are now in a 
position to make clear to the Commonwealth the attitude of not only the Parliament of Western Australia but 
also the people of Western Australia that the Commonwealth’s plans to dump intermediate-level nuclear waste 
will not be agreed to by the people of Western Australia, by the Parliament of Western Australia or by the 
Government of Western Australia.  The Commonwealth still is not forthcoming on where the nuclear waste 
dump will be placed.  It will not indicate on which sites it plans to establish the waste dump.  We in Western 
Australia must therefore be very careful that we protect our position through this legislation.  Just as the Labor 
Party protected the Western Australian position by putting forward legislation to ban a Pangea-style nuclear 
waste dump in Western Australia that would have taken waste from overseas, we are now acting in government 
to ensure that any effort on the part of the Commonwealth Government to dump intermediate-level radioactive 
waste from New South Wales in Western Australia will not be allowed.  I am very pleased that we can pass this 
legislation, which will send a simple message to Canberra that the people and Parliament of Western Australia 
are very clear on this issue.  We will make sure that that view is expressed very strongly in Canberra.   

Mr M.F. BOARD:  The Opposition supports the amendment contained in the message from the Legislative 
Council, which was suggested by Hon Peter Foss.  As the Premier has indicated, the amendment strengthens the 
Bill to some degree and tidies up some slight drafting inaccuracies.  It is important that members of the audience 
recognise what we are dealing with today in this amendment.  We are dealing with a piece of legislation that 
clearly indicates that nuclear waste, even of a low or intermediate-level, produced outside Western Australia will 
not be stored in Western Australia.  Nuclear waste is produced in Australia through medical, mining and a range 
of other technologies.  Nuclear waste is produced in Western Australia by certain industries and is stored within 
Western Australia.  This Bill clearly outlines that Western Australia will not become a place in which other 
people’s waste will be stored.  This debate started back in 1998 when a company called Pangea Resources 
Australia tried to conduct some meetings in Western Australia to represent overseas interests that were looking 
for a worldwide storage facility for high-level nuclear waste.  The Court Government clearly indicated to the 
Western Australian people that it would not entertain, and there would be no opportunity for, a nuclear waste 
storage facility in Western Australia.  We felt that that message was clear, but for a range of reasons, mainly 
political, the then Opposition brought in a private member’s Bill in 1999 that dealt with the outlawing of a 
nuclear waste storage facility in Western Australia for overseas waste.  That Bill was supported in a bipartisan 
way and was passed.  It was later considered - at least by the Government - that the Bill might have been flawed, 
because it did not refer to waste that was generated anywhere else in Australia; it concerned only waste produced 
overseas.  Hence, an amendment was sought to that legislation to tidy up where the waste could come from and 
to outlaw waste from other parts of Australia coming into Western Australia.  That debate started because the 
Prime Minister and others were looking at developing a national facility for the storage of low-level nuclear 
waste in Australia, rather than it being handled in every State.  I understand that discussions are still ongoing 
about a preferred site in South Australia, but this Bill, which is being tidied up in Albany today, strengthens the 
situation in Western Australia; that is, we will not accept such a facility in Western Australia.  I hope that clearly 
indicates to members of the public what we are dealing with today.   
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The issues raised by Hon Peter Foss pointed to some drafting difficulties with the Bill.  In the debate he stated 
that the inclusion of the phrase “(including the Supreme Court)” in proposed section 8A was very puzzling.  Hon 
Peter Foss made the point that if the Bill had not said anything about including the Supreme Court, one would 
have thought that this was the only court to which one could apply, as it would be the only court with the 
appropriate jurisdiction to which the Parliament could give the power.  He said that the word “injunction” would 
normally involve an application to the Supreme Court, and he could not see how that could be conferred upon 
the Federal Court jurisdiction.  It is clear that that is not the answer.  It seems that the phrase “(including the 
Supreme Court)” adds nothing to the clause and that nothing would be lost if it were removed.  The Western 
Australian Parliament cannot confer the power on the High Court or the Federal Court.  It is clear that both the 
Government and the Opposition will support the change suggested by the upper House.   

Mr P.G. PENDAL:  I do not want the House or any visitors today to get the impression that there is bipartisan 
support for the Bill.  I will repeat what I said during the second reading debate on this Bill: it is a shallow and 
dishonest piece of legislation.  This Bill has come from the Minister for Science of this State, the Premier, and is 
arguably one of the most anti-science Bills that the Parliament has seen for many years.  The legislation will not 
be improved by the amendment sought in the upper House by Hon Peter Foss.   

Since the Premier and the opposition spokesman have said one or two things about the intent and impact of the 
Bill, I will remind the House of the consequences of it.  Tens of thousands of Western Australians benefit each 
year from the use of nuclear technology when they enter the public and private hospitals of this State.  What this 
Bill is saying is that none of the waste that results from the use of nuclear technology imported into Western 
Australian hospitals from the Lucas Heights nuclear reactor in New South Wales shall ever be stored in Western 
Australia.  That is how anti-science, small-minded and superficial this piece of legislation is.   

Four years ago the Premier, in his role as Leader of the Opposition, introduced what we then regarded as the 
anti-Pangea Bill.  I supported him.  Why would one support the now Premier on that Bill but oppose this Bill?  It 
is because there is a world of difference between the Bills.  In 1999 the member for Victoria Park introduced a 
Bill that said that Western Australia would not and must not become the repository of nuclear waste from other 
parts of the world.  I supported that, because the principle at stake was that Western Australia and other places in 
the world should look after their own waste.  I support that.  I believe that Western Australia has a constitutional, 
legal and moral responsibility to look after its own nuclear waste.  To say that we do not generate such waste is 
dishonest.  It is generated every time a specialist refers someone to a hospital in this State and that person 
undergoes medical treatments that use nuclear technology.  What this Bill is saying is that we will receive 
technology from Lucas Heights in New South Wales or the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology 
Organisation but that we will not have any part to play in the safe disposal of any waste that results from the use 
of that technology.  I kept the Parliament going for two or three days when the Bill was in the House several 
months ago.  This Bill reminds me of a position taken 150 years ago following the invention of the engine.  
People were told to fear it.  Those who wanted it to be feared sent out red flags into the community, which were 
waved in front of the engines to keep people away from them.  This is seventeenth or eighteenth, or at the very 
best nineteenth, century thinking.  It is disgraceful that this legislation comes from someone like the Premier, 
who parades himself and was sworn in as the Minister for Science. 

Dr G.I. Gallop:  Why don’t you just get up and say that you oppose it?   

Mr P.G. PENDAL:  I oppose it -   

Dr G.I. Gallop:  Why use all this personal abuse?   

Mr P.G. PENDAL:  Why do I use the occasion?  It is because the Premier chose that the Parliament should sit in 
Albany.   

Dr G.I. Gallop:  Just argue the point.  It is quite easy. 

Mr P.G. PENDAL:  Previous occupants of the Chair have said that they will not allow interjections if the person 
on his or her feet is not interested in hearing them.  I am not interested in hearing them, because the Premier has 
demonstrated that, despite all the blather in favour of his science initiative in Western Australia, this is 
antiscience; this is nineteenth-century thinking.  It suggests that we should be able to have all the benefits of 
nuclear medicine in the hospitals in this State but take none of the responsibility for safe disposal of the waste.  
That is not forward thinking.  Mr Premier, it is nineteenth-century thinking.  He should be ashamed of the naked 
introduction of a Bill that is designed to appeal to people’s worst instincts.  He should be ashamed of himself. 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  I speak today principally because I had carriage of this Bill in the Assembly when it was 
debated last year.  I am very interested in the remarks of the member for South Perth about interjectors.  Within 
moments of resuming his seat, he offends.   
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I support the Bill.  The reasons behind it are quite clear.  The amendment we are dealing with does not change 
the Bill in any substantial way.  It is clarifying to a minute degree a point in order to meet the intellectual 
requirements of a certain member of the upper House.  If that is his want, we are happy to accommodate him. 

The philosophy behind the Bill is quite simple.  We are sending a message - 

Mr B.K. Masters interjected. 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  I hear an interjector.  We are sending a message to the Commonwealth Government that 
we do not want an intermediate level waste dump established in Western Australia - period.  Over time, we have 
seen arguments put by certain people, principally the member for South Perth, about how, at a philosophical 
level, we should accept other people’s waste.   

Several members interjected. 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  My argument is that we should not accept other people’s waste.  We deal with our own 
waste; we deal with the waste produced by our hospitals such as radioactive isotopes and so forth.  It is all dealt 
with by Western Australian institutions.  We do not want to deal with waste from other States.  If we follow the 
argument of the member for South Perth when he states that other places produce goods that are used in Western 
Australia, I must refer to an argument I used in the original debate.  We purchase products from the United 
States of America.  Those products are produced with electricity produced by nuclear power stations.  If we 
follow the argument of the member for South Perth, we should accept some of that waste because we are the 
beneficiaries of the electricity produced by the nuclear fuel cycle.  That is the argument he is running.  Our 
argument is no, we should not.  Our argument is that any waste produced by Lucas Heights or any other nuclear 
fuel production facility should be dealt with by those facilities.  That should be a fundamental principle around 
the world.  If people are encouraged to deal with their own waste, they will produce less of it.  If we send the 
message to the eastern States, the Commonwealth and the world community that they have to deal with their 
own waste, and if they cannot ship it to some other place in the world, they will produce less waste.  That is the 
simple philosophical argument that the member for South Perth and other opposition members should 
understand.  I am sure that the people of Albany understand it.  The member for South Perth states that Western 
Australia should accept a nuclear waste dump.  Does he say it should be in South Perth or anywhere near any of 
his constituents?  No.  He says it should be in the electorates of the members for Eyre or Roe or other country 
members.  He says their constituents should have a nuclear waste dump.  An electorate in the inner city, such as 
the member for South Perth’s, contains a range of people who would be horrified by the thought of this sort of 
waste being stored anywhere near them.  I am sure the member would tell his constituents not to accept it.  At a 
range of levels, the arguments put forward by conservatives in this State on this issue are very fatuous and self 
interested.  This Bill was brought into the Parliament because of a Commonwealth Liberal Government.  
Historically, the Leader of the Opposition has left the door open in so many ways in his comments about nuclear 
waste and how we need to be part of the process and the cycle.  If I had my filing cabinet here, I could produce a 
range of newspaper clippings by the Leader of the Opposition to that effect.  We are saying no and the people of 
Western Australia need to know that only one Government and one Opposition has stood up and taken a firm 
stand on this issue in the recent history of this State. 

Mr J.P.D. EDWARDS:  I will take only a couple of minutes because there is not very much more that can be 
said.  The House has heard three different opinions.  People in the public gallery will soon see that we seem to 
repeat ourselves fairly often.  This is a legal issue.  In speaking to the amendment I notice that some latitude has 
been given to members in their comments.  Concerning the amendment, I have the greatest respect for my 
colleague in the upper House on matters legal.  He saw an issue that needed correction and he corrected it.  Quite 
rightly, this House is prepared to accept that.  Passions run very high when we start talking about nuclear waste.  
That has been shown by the last two speakers, the members for South Perth and Rockingham.  It is interesting to 
reflect that, at the very highest levels in the world, nuclear waste disposal is a real issue.  The European Union is 
apparently adopting some proposals on legislation to manage radioactive waste.  Although they are prepared to 
bury their high-level waste, many European countries are investigating whether waste can be bombarded with 
neutralised neutrons or some such accelerators rather than burying it.  The point is that this is not just an issue for 
us; it is a worldwide issue.  The United States is also making its own investigations.  The International Atomic 
Energy Agency has several proposals for regional international repositories for the disposal of high-level nuclear 
waste.  In fact, in 2003 it accepted the concept following strong endorsement by its advisers.  This all relates for 
us in Australia to the Pangea Resources Australia issue, which has already been mentioned in connection with 
burying nuclear waste in the Western Australian outback or South Australia.  Many of us would oppose that 
totally, as this Parliament already has. 

Ms A.J. MacTiernan:  I was hoping that the member might talk about his local shires. 
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Mr J.P.D. EDWARDS:  Yes, minister.  Thank you for reminding me.  I am very well aware that there are 
councils in my own electorate that have taken a stand against any nuclear involvement.  I am not sure I agree 
with them entirely because, as the member for South Perth has raised already, issues arise from that concerning 
transportation and other matters.  I dare say, they could be got around. 

The amendment is a legal issue.  I am very happy to support it.  We all understand that nuclear waste is an issue 
that we all need to address.  As a Parliament, we need to address it in the very best interests of the nation and not 
just Western Australia. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  I take this opportunity to remind members that we are in consideration in detail and 
discussing an amendment moved in the upper House.  Although I have allowed some latitude in the first 
instance, members who speak more than once must speak directly to the amendment.   

Mr P.G. PENDAL:  I just want to demonstrate to members how shallow the clause is that we are dealing with 
and, for that matter, the shallowness of the response from the other place.  It is quite wrong of the parliamentary 
secretary to pass this off as some little peccadillo of Hon Peter Foss.  This amendment was passed in the upper 
House.  If it is anyone’s peccadillo, it is that of the whole of the other place.  It is therefore less than honest to try 
to convey the impression that one member is responsible.   

Let me come to the notion of injunctions that we are dealing with in clause 12 of the Bill.  It shows that the Bill 
is nothing.  I am dealing with the amendment before the House, which is to delete the words “(including the 
Supreme Court)”.  The whole purpose of the 1999 legislation and the whole purpose of this Bill in 2004 is to 
prevent certain things happening.  We are all agreed on that.  If the legislation is worthwhile, why do we need 
the process of injunctions to make it work?  It should be sufficient to pass the 1999 anti-Pangea Bill, which I 
supported.  There may well be some justification on the part of the Government to seek to strengthen it by 
introducing this Bill in 2003, but a stand-alone statute should beat an injunction at any time of the day or night.  
Why then are we dealing with a proposal at clause 12 to insert a new section 8A, which will now read - 

The Minister may apply to a court for an injunction to prevent a person from doing anything that would 
involve - 

(a) the construction or operation of a nuclear waste storage facility in the State; 

(b) the use of any place in the State for the storage or disposal of nuclear waste; 

Paragraph (c) covers the transport of that waste across state borders or within the State.  I want to know why we 
need a system of injunctions if the legislation is already in place.  It does not make sense.  It suggests to me only 
that we will introduce into the Bill an amended form of injunction for the courts of Western Australia, and why.  
By implication, it means that the legislation is not worth the paper it is written on.   

This was raised during the course of the less than honest remarks that have been made and continue to be made 
on behalf of the Premier.  It is an anti-science stance to say that we do not want to be responsible for dealing 
with our own waste.  It was less than honest of the parliamentary secretary to say that I was in favour of allowing 
imported waste and that we had to deal with the waste of other jurisdictions.  That is untrue.  It was the reason I 
supported the 1999 anti-Pangea Bill.  It is, therefore, untrue and dishonest to say that.  It reflects on this 
legislation as being untruthful and dishonest legislation.   

I hope the House, even at this late stage, raises questions in its own mind at this trickery by the Premier towards 
the Parliament, the Labor Government and, for that matter, the Opposition.  Why?  It is because it is like a red 
rag to a bull; we know that people who do not read things in detail will always be impressed by it.  However, it is 
shallowness at its worst.  It will do nothing.  The very fact that we are having to delete certain words from the 
clause dealing with injunctions convinces me that the legislation is not worth the paper that it is printed on.  I ask 
the House for that reason to reject it. 

Mr B.K. MASTERS:  When I consider this legislation, the following words spring to mind: hypocrisy, double 
standards, nimby or not in my backyard, populist, anti-science and shallow.  All these words and phrases 
suggest, accurately in my view, that this Bill has nothing to do with good government but everything to do with 
good politics and the Premier’s desperate attempts to get his Government re-elected at the next election.  The 
storage of nuclear waste in Western Australia is not an issue of any real significance or importance in this State.  
If all Australia’s nuclear waste were to be stored in Western Australia, an area of less than one hectare of this 
State’s 260 million hectares would be required, yet the Premier is trying to indicate to us that this is a serious 
issue.  I do not know how it could impact upon our clean and green image.   

The most popular tourist destination in the world is France.  It has about 75 million tourists a year.  Guess what?  
Between 40 and 50 per cent of France’s electricity is produced from nuclear power.  I do not believe that there is 
any link in the minds of any of those 75 million tourists who visit France every year between the generation of 
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nuclear power and the so-called green and clean image of France.  France still has the world’s best reputation for 
wines, food and tourism.  Nuclear matters are of no relevance to those consumers.   

I need to mention briefly some matters relating to this legislation.  For example, at page 3 -  

Dr G.I. Gallop:  We have had this debate. 

Mr B.K. MASTERS:  I know, but I am trying to make a point.  The Bill refers to the fact that we are not allowed 
to accept into Western Australia any nuclear materials that result from the testing, use or decommissioning of 
nuclear weapons, yet the Premier seems to be denying our past history when 40-odd years ago the world was at 
the brink of nuclear war and there were many good reasons for Australia being involved in the testing of nuclear 
weapons. 

Dr G.I. Gallop:  Name one.  You have lost the plot. 

Mr B.K. MASTERS:  Let us not deny history. 

Dr G.I. Gallop:  It was a disgraceful denial of Australian sovereignty, and you know it.  It was a disgraceful 
denial of our sovereignty by the Menzies Government. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order! 

Mr B.K. MASTERS:  South Australia has taken full responsibility for the waste materials produced by those 
nuclear tests, yet the Premier, through this legislation, seems to be saying that we, as a State, bear no 
responsibility for any of the consequences of a decision that a Government made 40 years ago in the best 
interests of Western Australians.  The member for South Perth has quite rightly pointed out that we are using for 
medical purposes nuclear materials produced at Lucas Heights, near Sydney.  We seem to be saying that, on the 
one hand, we are prepared to accept all the benefits of those nuclear materials but, on the other hand, we will not 
play any part whatsoever in providing for Western Australia to be a nuclear repository - if it is found to be the 
best place in which to locate a nuclear repository - for those domestically produced materials.   

Many environmentalists around the world say that nuclear power is one of the prime responsibilities that 
humanity must accept to overcome the greatest environmental threat that the world is facing; namely, 
greenhouse gas accumulation in our atmosphere.  We are looking at climate change that has the potential to 
impact on hundreds of millions of people.  Nuclear generation of electricity may be the answer to that and the 
Premier is trying to deny that Western Australia has a role to play in providing that answer on the Australian or 
world stage.  

Mr M.W. TRENORDEN:  The National Party is bemused about why this issue is being debated.  There is an 
amendment before the Chamber, but there are two issues for the general public to consider.  The first is whether 
Western Australia should accept the commercial activity of storing waste.  I thought that, on more occasions than 
I would like to count, we all agreed that that would not happen.  Therefore, why are we debating this issue 
today?  The second point concerns Lucas Heights.  In the time of the previous Administration - the Court-Cowan 
Administration - there was some talk of attempting to get that institution moved to Western Australia, for good 
scientific reasons.  If there is a question of the federal Government wanting to place a site in Western Australia, 
this must be discussed some time in the future, whether or not this Bill is passed, or whether injunctions are 
taken in the High Court or whatever.  The reality is that the Parliaments of this nation are paramount.  If the 
federal Parliament decides that Western Australia will be a site for a Lucas Heights type facility, this Parliament 
will have to debate it.  The National Party considers this Bill a supreme waste of time.  We support, generally, 
the view of the member for South Perth.  We are in Albany; it is a wonderful place.  Why are we wasting the 
time of this Parliament on such a nonsense Bill?  

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  I indicated in my earlier comments why the Government supports the amendment.  I seek the 
indulgence of the Deputy Speaker to make two more points before we finally vote on this matter.  Firstly, the 
States of Victoria and South Australia have similar legislation to this.  If Western Australia did not have 
legislation, a very simple message would be sent to Canberra - the Victorian and South Australian people, 
through their Parliaments, have made it clear where they stand, but Western Australia does not have such 
legislation, so why not place the facility in Western Australia?  I was elected to the Parliament of Western 
Australia to defend the interests of the people of Western Australia, and that is what I intend to do.   
Mr P.G. Pendal:  It is a small-minded measure by a small-minded Government.  
Dr G.I. GALLOP:  The broad-minded advocate of nuclear waste over there can have his views, and he is entitled 
to them.  
I will turn now to the issue of waste.  Let us get to the detail of the issue; not the rhetoric of the Independent 
members at the back, but the reality.  Western Australia does not generate nuclear waste, as defined in the Bill; 
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that is, waste from a nuclear plant such as a reactor.  However, it does generate some radioactive waste from 
medical and industrial uses and, to a smaller extent, from research, as indicated by the member for Rockingham.  
This radioactive waste from medical and research laboratories is managed in a number of ways.  If short lived, 
with half-lives of hours to several days, it is often stored at the owner’s premises until it has decayed to a level at 
which it is no longer radioactive.  It can then be disposed of as normal waste that is not radioactive.  Longer 
lived medical waste is returned to the supplier at places such as Lucas Heights.  Other medical and research 
radioactive waste may be disposed of by supervised land fill in accordance with the 1985 code of practice for the 
disposal of radioactive waste by the user, described by the National Health and Medical Research Council.  The 
disposal must be at landfill sites approved by the Western Australian Department of Environmental Protection 
for this purpose.  Sealed sources used in industry may have ceased to be useful, and bulk waste from the mining 
and processing industries are disposed of either to the manufacturer, supplier, or to the Mount Walton Intractable 
Waste Disposal Facility, following the issue of a disposal permit by the Radiological Council. 

The Government accepts its responsibilities in Western Australia, but it is important that, when Canberra 
considers this issue, it knows where the people of Western Australia stand.  The best way for Canberra to know 
what the people of Western Australia think on this subject is through what the Parliament of Western Australia 
says about it.  I am pleased that both sides of the Parliament in both Houses, have supported the legislation, 
although members might not realise it here today, given the comments that have been made, either by way of 
interjection or in some of the speeches.  The people of Western Australia want a Government that will do 
everything it can to make sure their interests are supported.  It is very difficult when there is a very powerful 
Commonwealth Government with certain legislative and constitutional powers, but the one thing that must be 
done - because it can be done - is for the State to use its own Parliament to send a simple message to Canberra.  
Just like Victoria and South Australia, that is what the Government has done.  We would be negligent in our 
duties if we did not do it.  I am very pleased that I can now go to John Howard and his ministers and make it 
very clear where the people and the Parliament of Western Australia stand.  That is very clear as a result of this 
legislation.  

Mr P.G. PENDAL:  The Premier has mentioned the Mount Walton facility.  I will ask two questions - 

Point of Order 
Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  We are dealing with an amendment from the upper House, and you have already given an 
indication, Madam Deputy Speaker, that, except on their first contribution to the debate, members should speak 
to the amendment.  This is the third contribution by the member for South Perth, and he is immediately 
launching into something that has nothing to do with the amendment now before the House.  
Mr P.G. PENDAL:  My response to that point of order is that the Premier, in his closing remarks, introduced for 
the first time the Mount Walton disposal unit in the eastern goldfields.  He introduced the material and therefore 
I am entitled to ask two questions of him, one of which touches on that issue.  
The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  The House is considering in detail the amendment from the upper House.  The rules 
are quite clear.  I am sure the member for South Perth is quite clear about that.  Given that he had only uttered a 
few words, I am sure that he will direct his comments to the amendment.  I ask him to do so.  

Debate Resumed 
Mr P.G. PENDAL:  I will do that in deference to you, Madam Deputy Speaker.  My two questions to the Premier 
relate to clause 12 of the Bill, or the insertion of new clause 8A.  Will the Premier arrange to table, when the 
Parliament resumes in Perth, a list of the locations of all 100 sites in Western Australia that apparently currently 
receive and store nuclear waste?  
Dr G.I. Gallop:  I will take that question on notice, and answer it at the appropriate time.  

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to.  
The Council acquainted accordingly.  
 


